European Nationalism
Prelude to World War I

Today’s Learning Objectives
●
●
●
●
●

Define “Nationalism”
Define “Ethnicity”
Identify the winner of the Russo-Japanese War
Describe the Battle of the Shangani
Plot pre-WWI events on a timeline

Nationalism

na·tion·al·ism
noun
1.
patriotic feeling, principles, or efforts.
2.
an extreme form of this, especially marked by a
feeling of superiority over other countries.
3.
advocacy of political independence for a particular
country.

Ethnicity

eth·nic·i·ty
noun
1.

the fact or state of belonging to a social group that has
a common national or cultural tradition.

Where/when/how did nationalism originate?
“Although nationalism is unique to the modern world, some of its elements can be
traced throughout history. The first roots of nationalism are probably to be found
in the ancient Hebrews, who conceived of themselves as both a chosen people,
that is, a people as a whole superior to all other peoples, and a people with a
common cultural history. The ancient Greeks also felt superior to all other peoples
and moreover felt a sense of great loyalty to the political community. These
feelings of cultural superiority (ethnocentrism), which are similar to nationalism,
gave way to much more universal identifications under the Roman Empire and
with the Christian Church through its teaching of the oneness of humanity.”

Map of Prussia (later Germany) over time

Pushing back against outsider control
“In the latter half of the 19th cent., there were strong nationalist movements
among the peoples subject to the Austrian and Ottoman empires, as there were in
Ireland under British rule, and in Poland under Russian rule. At the same time,
however, with the emergence in Europe of strong, integrated nation-states,
nationalism became increasingly a sentiment of conservatives. It was turned
against such international movements as socialism, and it found outlet in pursuit
of glory and empire (see imperialism). Nationalist conflicts had much to do with
bringing on World War I.”

See link for overview of the timeline of nationalism
See Link

Signs of change

The Battle of the Shangani
“During the early morning of Oct. 25, 1893, a column of 700 soldiers from the
British South African Police camped in a defensive position next to the Shangani
River.
“While they slept, the Matabele king Lobengula ordered an attack on the column,
sending a force of up to 6,000 men—some armed with spears, but many with
Martini-Henry rifles.
“Among its weapons, the column possessed several Maxim machine guns. Once a
bugler sounded the alert, the Maxims spun into action—and the results were
horrific.
“The Maxim gunners mowed down more than 1,600 of the attacking Matabele
tribesman. As for the British column, it suffered four casualties.”

The British military not only measured the Maxim gun’s success by the number of
Matabele killed in action. They could gauge the Maxim’s potential as a weapon of
psychological warfare.
In the aftermath, several Matabele war leaders committed suicide either by
hanging themselves or throwing themselves on their spears. That is how
Earth-shattering a weapon the Maxim gun was.
“The round numbers are suspicious,” C.J. Chivers wrote in The Gun, his history of
automatic weapons. “But the larger point is unmistakable. A few hundred men
with a few Maxims had subdued a king and his army, and destroyed the enemy’s
ranks. Hiram Maxim’s business was secure.”
“Maxim’s invention brought industrial-strength killing to the battlefield. More than
any other weapon developed in the late 19th or early 20th Century, the Maxim gun
is responsible for changing the nature of warfare forever.”

“It came just in time for World War I. But it was one thing to gun down “the savages.”
Many generals and military planners doubted the effectiveness of the Maxim gun—as
well as similar machine guns—against troops of Western European powers.
“They still preached the bayonet charge. “The spirit of the bayonet must be inculcated
into all ranks,” one infantry manual stated, “so that they go forward with aggressive
determination and confidence of superiority born of continued practice, without which a
bayonet charge will not be effective.”
“Not even the evidence of the 1904 Russo-Japanese War, with its long sieges and
trench warfare—an eerie predictor of World War I’s horrors to come—could persuade
military observers of the Maxim gun’s lethality on the modern battlefield.”
“The observers watched Russian and Japanese being mowed down in swathes by
machine-gun fire and returned home to write [that] the machine gun is a vastly overrated
weapon; it appears highly doubtful that it would be effective against trained European
soldiery.”

Complications: Russo/Japanese War 1904-1905
“Following the Russian rejection of a Japanese plan to divide Manchuria and Korea into spheres of influence,
Japan launches a surprise naval attack against Port Arthur, a Russian naval base in China. The Russian fleet
was decimated.
“During the subsequent Russo-Japanese War, Japan won a series of decisive victories over the Russians, who
underestimated the military potential of its non-Western opponent. In January 1905, the strategic naval base of
Port Arthur fell to Japanese naval forces under Admiral Heihachiro Togo; in March, Russian troops were
defeated at Shenyang, China, by Japanese Field Marshal Iwao Oyama; and in May, the Russian Baltic fleet under
Admiral Zinovi Rozhdestvenski was destroyed by Togo near the Tsushima Islands.
“These three major defeats convinced Russia that further resistance against Japan’s imperial designs for East
Asia was hopeless, and in August 1905 U.S. President Theodore Roosevelt mediated a peace treaty at
Portsmouth, New Hampshire. (He was later awarded the Nobel Peace Prize for this achievement.) Japan
emerged from the conflict as the first modern non-Western world power and set its sights on greater imperial
expansion. However, for Russia, its military’s disastrous performance in the war was one of the immediate
causes of the Russian Revolution of 1905.”

On May 5 the Second Army landed at Pitzuwo on the Liaotung Peninsula. Looming over
it is Nanshan, a ring of hills about a mile in diameter. The bare, open slopes provided the
Russians with a perfect field of fire, and they had also fortified the hill with trenches,
barbed wire and machine guns. Artillery was plentiful, the guns dug in deeply and
connected by telephone, and fronting the position were dense minefields and a double
fence of barbed wire. Russian engineers had even hauled up a generator to power
searchlights, in case the Japanese tried a nighttime coup. As a military observer for the
The Times of London put it, if a Russian army could not hold Nanshan, “It is hard to say
what position it can expect to defend with success.”
Needless to say, Nanshan was not a battle of finesse. Thick waves of Japanese infantry,
three divisions abreast, stormed the hill, only to be mowed down by Russian
machine-gun fire, as well as by artillery deployed to the rear in one of history’s first uses
of indirect fire. The Japanese came up again and again over the course of the day,
launching nine separate charges and reeling back each time with heavy losses
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